
Asterix is the �rst fully automated farming robot that uses a Deep Learning Neural Network to map its 
way around weeds and crops and carefully drop a precise amount of herbicide directly onto the weed, 

without touching the crop or soil. Our patented nozzle technology reduces herbicide usage by 95%

Introduction
Adigo has a mission to develop 
technology for pro�table and sus-
tainable global plant production 
and have a vision to provide tech-
nology to the vegetable farmers in 
Europe and the world, through the 
Asterix project. We greatly appreci-
ate the opportunity to work with 
talented students through a 
summer internship, and the follow-
ing MSc thesis.

Market potential
In 2016, the total value of the agri-
cultural robotic technology market 
was €3.1bn. As robotic tools 
mature, farmers will increasingly 
implement these solutions. Thus, 
the global market for agricultural 
robotics faces tremendous oppor-
tunities and is expected to grow to 
reach a value of €62.8bn by 2024

Links and contact information
To learn more about us: 
mail: anders.brevik@adigo.no
call: 901 76 829
web:asterixproject.tech & adigo.no

Application 
For more information,questions 
and to submit application please 
contact by mail with “Asterix 
Master thesis” as subject or give us 
a call. We look forward to receiving 
your CV, academic transcripts and 
a cover letter.

peer reviewed publications and 
permanent employment. Adigo 
can o�er rich datasets and chal-
lenging problems for bright stu-
dents. We will cooperate to build 
a thesis assignment in line with 
your research interests, and at 
the same time contribute and 
deliver to our project.

Envisaged projects
We look for dedicated students 
and can tailor a project for your 
interests and skills, eg: 
 
- Deep Learning
- Localization and navigation
- SLAM
- Advanced controllers
- Big data
- IOT

Process
We have great experience using 
summer internships and M.Sc. 
projects in combination. It often 
results in great academic results, 

Information for students in the UIO ROBIN Group

Robotics and Arti�cial Intelligence 
M.Sc. projects with Adigo AS


